Abstract. There are many interesting variational problems for which the PalaisSmale condition cannot be verified. In cases where the Palais-Smale condition can be verified for an approximating integral, and the critical points converge, a Morse theory is valid. This theory applies to a class of variational problems consisting of the energy integral for harmonic maps with a lower order potential.
The abstract Morse theory of Palais and Smale [9] can be applied with success to many problems in the calculus of variations to get existence theorems for stationary or critical points of integrals from topological information. However, there is a natural limitation in these applications in that the conditions are stated in terms of a fixed function space (which will usually be a Sobolev space). The integral must both be differentiable and satisfy a norm convergence property, which Palais and Smale call condition C, in the same space of functions. In this article we introduce a perturbation method which circumvents this difficulty in some variational problems. This technique may be applied in particular to harmonic mappings, and we include this somewhat technical discussion in the last section. The author is grateful to G. K. Francis and R. S. Palais for a number of helpful conversations.
1. Palais-Smale Morse theory. In this article, B will denote a Banach manifold with at least a C2 structure, modeled on a Banach space with at least C2 partitions of unity. We assume that this manifold is equipped with a C1 Finsler structure in which the manifold is complete. If a function / is defined and differentiable on B, \dfx\ = max^^j.^ \dfx(v)\ \v\xl is well defined. We say that the function / satisfies Palais-Smale condition C, if for any set Scfion which |/(S)| is bounded and \df(S)\ is not bounded away from zero, the closure S contains a critical point of / (a point x where dfx = 0). We have the following theorem due to Palais and Schwartz [10] , [12] .
(1.1) Theorem. Let B be a complete C2 Finsler manifold (without boundary) and f: B -» R a C2 function satisfying Palais-Smale condition C. Then f satisfies a Lusternik-Schnirelman theory. In particular (a) If f is bounded below it takes on its minimum on every component of B and there are at least as many critical points as cat(Zf). There are several possible extensions to a full Morse theory. If at a critical point x E B, the Hessian a"2/^: TX(B) <8> TX(B)^> R is a nondegenerate bilinear form, then x is said to be a nondegenerate critical point, and the index is the dimension of the negative definite subspace. This, however, requires that TX(B) be a Hilbert space if the index happens to be finite (which is the interesting case in applications). The following extension can be used in a Banach space. We say that a critical point x is weakly nondegenerate if there exists a coordinate neighborhood U c TX(M) of x and a linear map L: TX(B) -* TX(B) such that dfv(Lv) > 0 for v E U, v ¥= 0. The linear map L is assumed to have a spectrum which is bounded away from the imaginary axis and the index of x is defined to be the dimension of the contracting subspace of eu. Tromba has a more general definition in terms of vector fields [14] . The following theorem is due to Palais and Smale in the case of nondegenerate critical points, and the author and Tromba in the weaker cases [14] , [15] . The dimensions of the handles correspond to the indices of the critical points.
Let us discuss the general framework of the applications of these theorems to the calculus of variations. We will consider M to be a smooth compact manifold (with or without boundary), and N a smooth finite dimensional manifold without boundary. We assume TV c Rk is an imbedding and N is complete in Rk. Then the function manifolds which are conveniently available for the theory are the Sobolev spaces LP(M, N) = {s: M -> Rk a measurable function, s(x) E N almost everywhere, and }M\ds\p + \s\p d\i.M < oo}.
If TV is a linear subspace, LP(M, N) is a Banach space for p > 1. For any N G Rk, the sets L\°(M, N) are smooth Banach manifolds and not dependent on the imbedding of TV in Rk only in the situation p > dim M. In this case a natural complete Finsler structure is induced by the inclusion Lf(M, A/) c LP(M, Rk), which is a Banach space equipped with a norm. In general, if we take p large enough, an integral whose integrand depends smoothly on (x, s(x), ds(x)) will be smooth [11] . The difficulty arises in proving Palais-Smale condition C.
Suppose we illustrate this difficulty by considering a simple energy integral on functions on M. For s a function on M, assuming M has a metric and a measure, we can define an essentially quadratic integral
Here v is a smooth one-form and b a smooth function on M. In local coordinates the integrand will appear as
This integral is smooth on the linear spaces LP(M, R) for all/» > 2. However, the integral (and its differential) give estimates only in L2(M, R), so we are forced to choose the function space L2(M, R) as the space used in the problem if we wish to use condition C. It is true that the critical points (functions) also lie in LP(M, R); in fact by the Weyl lemma the critical points lie in C00(M, R) and in all the Sobolev spaces. So the choice of L2(M, R)is artificial from the point of view of the partial differential equations for the critical points. This problem is not at all serious in this case, since the critical points are functions which satisfy a linear differential equation and are well understood.
However, if we had taken a more complicated integral on a vector-valued function s(x) = (i'(x), i2(x), . . . , sk(x)),
then this is a serious difficulty. Direct estimates from the integral are available only in LX(M, Rk) as before, so we might try to use this as the function space. However, the integral is not continuous on this function space, primarily because s E L\(M, Rk) is not sufficient to imply that s is continuous and bounded almost everywhere. In fact, it is not clear that E can be defined on all of L\(M, Rk). We would have to go to the smaller space L{(M, Rk) for/? > dim M to get continuity of the integral, in which case the estimates needed to prove Palais-Smale condition C are not available.
In the next section we give a perturbation theory which will help avoid this difficulty. Instead of looking directly for the critical points of /, we add a small perturbation eg and look for the critical points of / + eg, which does satisfy condition C. If we are lucky, the critical points of / + eg will converge to the critical points of / as e -» 0. For example, suppose we are trying to find the critical points of the function/(x) = x~2 -x-' on R+. This function does not satisfy condition C. However, f(x) + eg(x) = x_2-x_' + ex does satisfy condition C on R + , and its minima converge to x = 2, the minimum of/. This is not particularly useful for functions on finite dimensional manifolds. However, in problems in the calculus of variations, the critical points are usually very smooth functions rather than arbitrary points in some Banach manifold. The equations for the critical points are elliptic systems, and the form of these equations gives a priori estimates on norms of the solutions which may very well be exactly what is needed to imply convergence.
2. The abstract perturbation theory. Let B be a complete C2 Finsler manifold modeled on a Banach space which has C2 partitions of unity and assume/ and g are C ' functions on B, and that g is positive. We first state a simple theorem on existence of minima.
(2.1) Theorem. Assume that f + eg is bounded below for all e > 0 and in addition (a)/ + eg satisfies Palais-Smale condition Cfor all e > 0, (b) the set of critical points {x E B: d(f + eg)(x) = 0, 0 < e < 6\/(x) + eg(x) < A:} Aaj compact closure in B for all k and some 8 > 0.
Then f is bounded below and takes on its minimum on each component of B.
Proof. / + eg is bounded below and satisfies condition C, so by (1.1), / + eg takes on its minimum on each component of B. Let x(e) be a point where f + eg takes on its minimum in one component B¡. f(x(e)) < /(x(e)) + eg(x(e)) < f(x) + eg(x) for all x E B¡. Let y be a limit point of x(e) as e -> 0. This exists by condition (b) of the theorem.
for all x E B¡. Therefore fiy) is the minimum of /on B¡. We now proceed to the more sophisticated version. The theorem as stated essentially restricts the case to that of a Hubert manifold unless there are no critical values in (a, b). If a critical point of/is nondegenerate, then there exists near the point a unique one-parameter family of critical points of / + eg smoothly parametrized by e. With the regularity theorems available for critical points of integrals, this may follow from an implicit function theorem in some other Banach space. Therefore we state the theorem in a more applicable form. a </(x) < b is contained in a neighborhood U such that the critical set off+ eg in U for 0 < e < 8 consists of a curve x(e), x(0) = x, and these critical points are weakly nondegenerate affixed index.
Because (c) implies (d), it is sufficient to prove only (2.3). The fact that (c) implies (d) follows directly from the implicit function theorem in a Banach space, since the nondegeneracy of the Hessian is equivalent to a dual map being onto.
The proof of (2.3) is based on the Morse theory for Banach manifolds (1.2) and the fact that a function h associated to / + eg with the same critical points does satisfy condition C. Let Beb = {x G B: fix) + eg(x) <b).
(2.4) Lemma. Assume that f and g satisfy the hypotheses of (2.2) except for condition (c). Then the implicit function h(x) given by b = fix) + g(x)/h(x) satisfies Palais-Smale condition C on Bq.
Proof. h(x) = g(x)/(b -fix)) is defined, positive and differentiable for bfix) > 0. We have
So the critical points of h are the critical points of / + eg with value b in the range e > 0. By direct computation
Now suppose h is bounded on a set S and \dh\ is not bounded away from zero. From the hypotheses, it follows that g(x) and therefore \dg\ are also bounded on S. Using the compactness of h(x)~l in R, we can extract a sequence x(/) G S such that |a"(/ + eg)(x(/))| -» 0 for some e > 0. Since / + eg satisfies condition C, the limit points of x(/) contain a critical point of / + eg with critical value b, which is also a critical point of h. Proof. We check that Beb = (x G B$: h(x) < e"'}. The result follows from the equivalence of the critical points of / + eg with value b and the critical points of h and the application of (1.1) to the function h.
We are now able to construct a proof of (2.3) from (2.5). We assume a < b < oo are not critical values of/. Then there exists an interval 0 < e < 8 such that a and b are not critical values of / + eg in this interval, and the only critical points of / + eg lie in the one-parameter families of weakly nondegenerate critical points of / + eg near critical points of/ For suppose this is not the case. Then there exists a sequence e(i) -» 0 and critical points of / + e(i)g with values on [a, b] which do not lie in one-parameter families near the critical points of/. By condition (b) of (2.2), a subsequence x(i) -» x for x some critical point of / with a < x < b. Since the critical points of / + eg are unique near x by (d), it must be true that some of the points x(/) lie in the one-parameter family for x. This contradicts the assumption.
It follows from (2.5) that B¡¡ is a retraction of Bq and that Bg is a retraction of Bq. However, from the Morse Theorem (1. The proof of the theorem is obtained by letting / = F extended to the Banach manifold L2n(M, TV) and getting a Morse theory on this Banach space. Since the critical maps in L2n are smooth, and C1 is dense in L\", the Morse theory will apply also to C ' as well [7] .
To get a Morse theory for F on L2n(M, TV) we apply Theorem (2.3). The perturbing function we shall use is the functional g(s) = G(s) = fM\ds\2x d)iM, which is a very good functional for L2n(M, TV). The rest of the paper will contain a proof of the following two theorems: (3.4) Theorem. The hypotheses of (2.3) apply to f = F and g = G on the Banach manifold Lf"(M, TV). We deal with two compact Riemannian manifolds M and TV c Rk. < , ) denotes the various inner products for M, ( • ) the various inner products for TV, and < ; > the combinations. The covariant derivative on M will be denoted by Vu = {va.ß}. We have chosen to rely heavily on the isometric imbedding of TV in Rk, although it is possible to carry out the proofs intrinsically. This imbedding generates a smooth map P: N^> L(Rk, Rk), where P(y) = {Pu(y)} is the orthogonal projection in Rk onto the tangent space Ty(N). Covariant differentiation in TV is given by P ° dv = {P'V/,} in coordinates on Rk. We shall consistently use Greek indices for M, Latin indices for TV. Because of the large number of contractions in the formulas, it will be necessary to use the index notation and summation convention.
We have collected a number of useful formulas. Summation signs are omitted, and because the indices for TV actually indicate coordinates in Rk, the identity is the metric tensor for TV. We let gaß denote the metric tensor for M, RM and RN the Riemannian curvature tensors for M and TV respectively, and S is the Ricci curvature on M. Q = I -P is the orthogonal projection on the normal bundle at each point of TV. , z) ■ A(v, w) ).
With the above interpretations, the formulas which appear in the discussion of the critical points of F + eG will be unambiguous. We now return to the calculus of variations. Formula (4.1)(f) gives the curvature in terms of the second fundamental form A. f (dqp, dq»y dp < p2/ (2p -\)k\ q2* dp.
JM JM
The constant K is independent of p and depends on the size of the Ricci curvature S and the derivatives of the projection P and the function a on TV.
Proof. Let i/< = (1 + enq"~ '). Then from (4.4) we get
Apply (4.6) and integrate:
f (<rt{-RN(s ¡a, s J(s j, ■ s,y)gaßg* + \P o sVds\2 + S(ds\ ds')} + I (dirt), dq) + ({dtp, ds) ■ {d* ■ ds))) dp = -z f (div(tpas) • (Pda) ° s) dp ¿ JM = -\f ¿ß((Pda)jS>a)g"ßdp. For this choice of <p with/? > n/2, d/dq<p > 0.
If the sectional curvature is nonpositive, the equality can be replaced by the inequality f {dq», dqp)dp = \f {d(rt), dq) dp
< Kx f <pq dp + K2 f y* dp < (AT, + K2) f q2» dp.
It is at this point evident where the condition on the sectional curvature will come in. From now on we assume that the sectional curvature of TV is nonpositive. The proof of the following lemma is similar to some proofs of Moser in [6] and the proof of the regularity theorem in [16] . Let s be a smooth critical point of F + eG, e > 0. 77ie« there exists a constant C which depends only on the geometry of M and N such that max a(x) < C / ö(x) dp.
Proof.
Fix any p > n, v = n/(n -1) and 0 < a = (v -\)/(2pv -1) < 1. From the continuous Sobolev imbedding L2(M) c L2v(M) there exists a constant c independent of p such that ( JV" dp) " < cfj{dq», dq») + q2») dp.
Using interpolation on the L» spaces, we also know that Jj^q2» dp < ÍÍmQ21" dpyx-ayyilMq dp)"2». By enlarging the constant in (4.7) slightly we find f {dq», dq») dp < Kip + \)f q2» dp.
JM JM
If these three inequalities are combined and rearranged, we are able to derive an inequality of the form ifMq2» dp)1/2p < cip)fuq dp which is valid for all p > n.
However, we are not quite finsihed because linip^^ c(p) = oo.
Letp(i) = 2vp for some/) > n. From two of the three initial inequalities given above we arrive at one of the form (JV'+1) dpj ' < c(Kp(i) + 1)(JV° *)• We check by elementary methods that the infinite product Uj-oic(Kp(') + l))1/p(,) = k is convergent. This allows us to conclude by induction on / that , 1//K0 max xeM q(x) = lim ( f q»(i) dp) i-»oo \Jm I < klf q2» dp] < kc(p)f q dp.
This completes the proof of (4.8).
(4.9) Theorem. Let Ssb be the set of critical points of F + eG for 0 < e < 8 and F(s) < F(s) + eG(s) < b. Then Ssb is compact in the Sobolev manifold L2n(M, TV).
Proof. In (4.8) we showed that max^g^ q(x) is uniformly bounded for all s E Sg, as it is easy to see that jMq dp is uniformly bounded over the same set. Due to the continuity of the integral, Ssb is certainly closed in L2"(A/, TV). It is sufficient to show sequential compactness, and we can assume for any sequence s(i) that s(i) is a critical point of F + e(i)G where the sequence of real numbers e(/') converges.
There are two cases. The easy one to deal with is when e(/) -> e > 0. Then \(dF + edG)s(i)\ = |(e -e(i)dGs(i))\ -» 0 and we may use the valid condition C for F + eG with e > 0. More difficulty naturally occurs when e(i) -> 0. Then we may assume e(/) = e is as small as we need it to be. We simply rewrite the EulerLagrange equations (4.4) for s treating s:Af-»TVcZ?*asa vector-valued function on M, and putting the lower order terms and the small term with e in front on the right-hand side of the equation. This yields an equation of the form Ai = eT-Vds + B.
(**)
T and B are tensors which depend on (x, s(x), ds(x)) and due to the boundedness of these jets these tensors T and B are uniformly bounded for all j G Sg. Denote an L»(M, Rk) norm by || ||(r/)). Using the basic properties of the elliptic Laplace operator on M [1], we find ||J||(2,2,) < c(/>)(||Aj||(o,2/,) +|H|(0,/0 +N|(0,2P)) < c(/0(e|mkoo)|M|<2*,) +P||(0,ao) +H(0,,) +H(0,2")), where c(p) is a constant depending on properties of the Laplace operator on M and the choice of p. We may assume that e is arbitrarily small, in particular that (/')l|7,||(o.0c)<i-We have already shown that the other norms involving 5 are bounded for s E Sg. We are finally able to arrive at a uniform bound for H-sll^^y The OIuy restriction on/? is 1 < 2p < oo, so from the compact imbedding theorems, the set Sg is precompact in C '(A/, TV) as well as in L2n(M, TV) for small enough 8.
This completes the proof of (4.9), and the demonstration of (3.4) is complete. We still have to prove (3.5) and deal with nondegeneracy. A slight modification of the proof just given in (4.9) will help here. We have just shown that for a sequence {>(/)}, s(i) E Se\0 with e(/)^0, Proof. This is proved by writing out the integrand and its various derivatives in coordinates in M and TV. The integrand in the functional will be (q + eq" + a(s))g, where q = Sw gaß(s)Gu(s(x))s''^'ß and g = det{gaß). The differentials are computed and shown to be smooth for this type of integral by Palais [11, §16] . = s(e) is a continuous curve for 0 < e < 0. He^ = d2(F + eG)^ is a continuous family of nondegenerate bilinear forms on L2(tj) with constant index for 0 < e < 8.
Proof. If í is nondegenerate, Z/0 is a nondegenerate bilinear form, then d2Fs is an in vertible linear elliptic differential operator both from L2(r¡)-* L2_x(rj*) and from Lj"(r]) -► L2n(-q*). We can then apply the implicit function to d(F + eG):
LÍ"(rO -> L2n(-q*) to get a neighborhood U0 of s in L2n(t]) and a 5 such that License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 5,n Uq = {s(e), 0 < e < 8). For a possibly smaller 8, there exists Í7 c L2"(t¡) such that Sg n U = Ss n C/0 = (j(e), 0 < e < 8). By the composition rule, HeAe) is a continuous curve of bilinear forms on L2(tj). Since the nondegenerate bilinear forms are open sets of fixed index on L2(t)), /ZerS(e) will be nondegenerate of the index of H0 for some interval about zero. Again, we may have to take a smaller value of 8 to complete the proof.
The idea of weak-nondegeneracy was developed to treat exactly the type of integral of F + eG. The following theorem is a direct application of 5.5 in [15] .
(4.13) Theorem. If u E L|"(t)) C Cx(rf) is a critical point of F + eG, and the Hessian d2F + eGu = Heu extends to a nondegenerate bilinear form on L2(r¡), then u is a weakly nondegenerate critical point.
The proof of (3.5) is now an immediate consequence of (4.12) and (4.13). There is a neighborhood U of s such that the set of critical points of (F + eG) for 0 < e < 8 in Í7 is a single critical point s(e). This is a weakly nondegenerate critical point of the index of s(0) = s. This is precisely what we needed to finish (3.5).
Appendix. The regularity theorem. In (4.3) we state that the solutions to the Euler-Lagrange equations (*) are smooth and refer to a general theory of the regularity of solutions to this type of equation. In fact, a much simpler proof of the regularity is valid for small e, and we present this proof in the following pages. Recall that q = \ds\2 as in (4.1)(a) and let * = 1 + ea"_1 as in the proof of (4.7). Proof. We may apply Theorem 1.11.1, p. 36 of Morrey [5] to the Euler-Lagrange equations. The first two statements follow from this theorem, and the last from the Sobolev imbedding of qn/2 E L2(M) c L2n^"-2\M).
(A.2) Proposition. Let s E L\n(M, TV) be a solution of (*). Then q E Lr(M) for all r < oo.
Proof. We give a proof which is valid for the sectional curvature of TV nonpositive, although with care the sectional curvature term of TV could be included in the estimate when it is positive. We apply Lemma (4.6) with ^ = 1 + enq"~\ but with <p = min(a2p"1/'*. e).
From (A.l) we have sufficient differentiability to perform the integrations. The terms which are integrals of <p^|PVa|2, ({dtp, d)s-{d'ir, d)s) and the sectional curvature of TV are all positive, so we get the inequality \ f {d(tp*), dq) dp<Kxf tpdp+ K2f (<p*)q dp.
If q E L2», the left-hand side of this inequality is bounded by (Kx + K^fMg2p dp independently of the choice of e in the definition of tp. By letting e -* oo, we get a bound for fM{d(q2» '), dq) dp, which from the Sobolev imbedding theorem implies that q E L2pn/(""1)(M). By induction on r, we prove q E Lr(M) for all r by this process.
(A.3) Corollary.
Let s E L2n(M, TV) be a solution to (*) and assume that TV has nonpositive sectional curvature. Then s E LXX(M, Rk), and there exists a constant K such that \\q\\x < KfMq dp.
Proof. The proof of (4.8) depends only on the existence of the integrals on the left-hand side of the equation, which follows from our construction in (A.2), so we may apply (4.8) .
We now proceed to analyze the next step in the a priori estimates more carefully, and show how to get from equation (*) to one of the form (**) in detail. We have demonstrated sufficient differentiability to differentiate out the first term in (*): d*V ds = *(Ai + 2en(n -l)q("-2)/V{{Vds;ds) ■ ds)). Proof. Since E(s) < b, we have fMq dp Proof. In (A.4) we prove the solutions are in L2n(M, Rk), which from the Sobolev imbedding theorem implies that the solutions have Holder continuous derivatives with exponent {-. The differentiated equations (*) will form a second order linear elliptic system for ds in divergence form, and the coefficients will be at least Holder continuous, so we may apply the Schauder theory to get regularity.
